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From commerce to aromatherapy: 
Anita’s success story

A Sensual Space to Work, 
designed by  a+t associates 

RADIAN/T Collection - Sassoon
Moody Blue by Vivienne Mackinder

Anti–Ageing Aromatherapy Facial

Collagen: Secret for a youthful skin
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An efficiently planned space which blends beauty with 
a classical sense of design in this salon work space at 
Vadodara. Created by the a+t team this salon design 
works for the clients.

The concept evolved from the ancient history of a fro combs, 
typography and bold elements and colors of today’s era, which 
together shows the combination of ancient and modern era.

Removing unnecessary partitions, annexing circulation spaces 
to premises with a practical function and pursuing a direct visual 
connection with the exterior are altogether strategies commonly 
employed when a feeling of spaciousness is required within 
confined spaces

A diagonal, horizontal and vertical line, forms a basic triangular 
shape which was the existing layout. The overall space is 
unmistakably imposing yet understated. 

The centre portion has been given an extra effort to demarcate 
the entrance from the rest of the areas. The central form was left 
out in a circular shape after adding passages from all the sides for 
hustle free movements. 

The design team a+t:

Archis Patel and Tanvi Rajpurohit, both graduates of a.p.i.e.d., 
Vallabhah Vidhaya Nagar, Gujarat. 

They create spaces keeping all functional aspects in mind, 
giving full efforts to satisfy the client. Innovation and 
creativity are the corner stones of their work and they are 
continuously looking at ways of experimenting with materials 
in their designs. An unparalleled flair for ‘modern simplicity’ 
or ‘classical minimalism’ marks their work.

A Sensual Space 
to Work

salon design
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The multifunctional reception area along with the sitting is made 
to highlight the overall subtle space. It also acts as a divider for 
shampoo station for better privacy.

The artificial lighting was done in accordance with the basic 
theme of the design. “Lighting is always an extension of the 
theme that is being followed”.

The color palette included oyster grey, ochre yellow and dark 
bold elements.

The salon has a unique urbane quality with the right quotient of 
functionality fashion and design with a modern and bold twist. 
The small space within has been divided through a ply partition, 
the bold elements like metal manifest male zone where as the 
subtle colors convey the feminine zone. 

We tend to envisage an older property at odds, with modern 
trend.

The notion that a salon has to always be swathed in vibrant, 
spritely and vivid colors had to be achieved. To transform the 
vision into a space that reflects the design ethos along with the 
same passion, beauty, sensuality, glamour and elegance.

The aim was to create fluid space while maintaining a sense of 
wonder. The curiosity of the mind should be activated when 
moving through the spaces, as one cannot overview them all in 
once. Therefore, one would be triggered to explore the space.

To keep the look uncluttered, niches are created where possible. 
Sustainable metal has been used, and has persistently tried to 
discover the hidden facets of various metals and their potential 
to emphasize details. The entrance open glass façade ensures the 
area is flooded with natural light during the day.

The waiting/reception area is designed by simply using vitrified 
tile flooring and terrazzo of the same tile, which indicates the 
indirect indication line for sitting area and a plain ceiling with raw 
finished elements by leaving a bit of roughness but also adding 
an essence of youthfulness.

The entrance area was separated by a suspended ceiling, which 
was beautified with the customized graphic printed laminate. 
Each and every picture of different hairstyles both male and 
female has been selected carefully to make this collage, which is 
in today’s trend. 

The walls accentuated in raw metal sheet with a fro comb and 
typography along with the quotes which are custom designed 
creates an interesting backdrop for mirror on display. The 
Industrial 5mm thick MS sheet is imposed on wall with rebate 
bolt. 1mm deep acid itching has been done to give the rust look 
to complement with the dark industrial metal sheet.

‘C’ shape girders are at a distance from wall, which are free 
standing from floor to ceiling and are welded on both surfaces. 
Special customized footrest has been made in checkered plate 
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a + t   a s s o c i a t e s
201, Yogi Akshar Apartment, Productivity Road,  
Nr. Akota Garden, Nr. Dodsal Colony, Akota - 390020
Vadodara. Tel - (0265) 2359444

for a better grip, which further symbolizes the technique of an 
ancient era.

The centre portion has been given an extra effort to demarcate 
the entrance from the rest of the areas. It has been made in 19 
mm thick Ply and HDF (High Density Fibre board) with PU color 
finish. The multifunctional reception area along with the sitting 
is made in laminate finish and top finish of sitting is leather to 
highlight the overall subtle space. It also acts as a divider for 
shampoo station for better privacy.

The color bar unit and the platform top along with the sink has 
been made in SS in order to maintain the hygiene purpose.

Going to feminine zone, When it comes giving a makeover to 
mundane walls, painting them is much preferred. Here the wall 
has been highlighted with custom made design pattern which 
symbolizes the fundamental tools used for hair and makeup. It 
has been laser cut in MDF ( Medium Density Fibreboard) with 
gold leafing as a backdrop and tastefully arranged few beautiful 
paintings which exudes soft, feminine feel to it.

Outside at the entrance, Pixel-it form with yellow paving blocks 
are put together with grey paving blocks for flooring to create a 
sheer drama as one ender’s the salon.

The signage has been superimposed with bright, cheery element 
in ochre yellow, which is made in 19 mm thick colored HDF (High 
Density Fibre board), a Portugal material. Further we added 
graphic pattern which forms a cluster of hair tools & Afro combs, 
which is 2mm deepen inside.

The staircase block is quite the head turner, it has been custom 
designed and framed out in MS and granite stone which is 
in an angular form. The stones are used as floating steps 

that underscores the warm look. The emergence of this form 
was created to give a wide welcoming entrance, because of 
restrictions it was moulded into an wonted yet different shape 
from wide to standard. For overall façade of salon the vertical 
fibre wood blocks are placed in the same rhythm.

A far cry from the dingy space that it 
was once, this light-filled, capacious 
salon is another feather in the already 
burgeoning cap of the client.  We 
discovered our potentials in creating 
wonderments within confined 
spaces.  There is no claustrophobic or 
clogged feeling in spite of many things 
happening at one junction. And that’s an 
achievement.  Our effort was to bestow 
the business of our client by providing 
a space that is too welcoming for its 
customer to come back for more.

The spaces should be discovered that 
they should prompt a visitor to imagine 
what an unseen section could be. 

salon design


